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In this paper we extend the notions of quasi-uniformities on topological 
spaces to fuzzy topological space. We prove theorems corresponding to manJ 
of the usual theorems. In particular we show every fuzzy topological space is 
quasi-uniformizable and characterize uniformizability in terms of a type of 
complete regularity. We also construct a natural uniformity on the fuzzy unit 
interval. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3] we generalized normality to fuzzy topological spaces as introduced in 
[I], and characterized it by a sort of Urysohn’s lemma. In the process we 
constructed an interesting fuzzy topological space, the fuzzy unit interval. 
In this paper we generalize the notions of quasi-uniformities and uniformities 
on topological spaces to fuzzy topological spaces. We prove theorems corre- 
sponding to many of the usual theorems. In particular we show that every fuzzy 
topological space is quasi-uniformizable. The fuzzy unit interval plays an 
essential part in a characterization of uniformizability in terms of a type of 
complete regularity. To achieve this we construct a natural uniformity on the 
fuzzy unit interval. 
The author wishes to thank Ralph Fox and Ivan Reilly for several useful 
suggestions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper (L, <, ‘) will be a completely distributive lattice with 
order reversing involution ‘. An L-fuzzy set on a set X is any map A: X -L. 
We interpret L as a set of truth values, and A(x) as the degree of membership of 
x in the fuzzy set A. WhenL is the lattice (0, l} then the collection of fuzzy sets 
corresponds to the characteristic functions of ordinary sets. 
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We define the union, intersection, and complement of fuzzy sets as follows: 
(iJAij(x)= VAi(x) forXEX, 
z * 
A’(x) = A(x)’ for x E X. 
We define a fuzzy topological space as a pair (X, T), where Q- 2 Lx (all maps 
from X to L) and 7 is closed under arbitrary unions and finite intersections. 
A set is called open if it is in 7, and closed if its complement is in 7. If (X, pi) 
and (Y, ~a) are fuzzy topological spaces, then a map f : X -+ Y is said to be 
continuous if for every ~a open set U, f-l(U) E 71 , where f-1( U)(x) = U( f  (x)) 
for x E X. The interior and closure of fuzzy sets are defined in the obvious 
way (see [l]). 
3. QUASI-UNIFORMITIES 
Consider a quasi-uniformity on X in the usual topological sense. An element D 
isasubsetofX~X.WemaydefineD:2~-+2~byD(V)={y]x~Vand 
(x, r) E D}. It is obvious that I’ _C D( I’) and D( u V,) = lJ D( V,) for I’ and V, 
in 2x. Conversely, given D: 2x -+ 2x satisfying V C D(V) and D( u V,) = UD( V,) 
for V and V,, in 2x, we may define D Z X x X such that D contains the diagonal 
by D = {(x, Y> I Y E WI)>. Th us in defining a quasi-uniformity for a fuzzy 
topology, we take our basic elements of the quasi-uniformity to be elements of 
the set 9 of maps D: Lx -+ Lx which satisfy: 
(Al) V C D(V) for V E Lx. 
(A2) D(U V,) = U D( V,) for V, E Lx. 
Before we define what we mean by a quasi-uniformity we need some pre- 
liminary results. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose L is a completely distributive lattice and a! EL. Then there 
exists a set B CL such that sup B = 01 and if A CL satisjies sup A = 01 then for 
every p E B there exists y E A such that j3 < y. 
Proof. Consider all possible sets A CL such that sup A = Q. Index these 
sets {Aj ) j E J} and index the elements in the sets by Aj = (au 1 i E Ii}. Consider 
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Then 
Also Aje, aitjjj < cqkjb for k E J. Thus for every /3 E B there exists y E A, 
such that /3 < y (for any k E J). 
LEMMA 2. Suppose L is a completely distributive lattice and f: L -+ L satisfes 
(al) OT <f(a) for 01 EL. 
(a2’) cy < /3 implies f(a) < f  (/3) for a, j3 EL. 
Then f  *: L -+ L dejined by 
f*(a) = A (v f(Y)) 
supr=YK vsr 
is the greatest g: L -+ L which takes values less than or equal to f  and satisjies 
(al) 01 <g(a) for a: EL. 
(a2) g( Vi q) = Vig(ari) for ai EL. 
Also f  *(a~) = VBEB f  (8) for B as in Lemma 1. 
Proof. Clearly f* satisfies (al) and (a2’). Also f*(a) <f(a) for a EL. 
Choose B as in Lemma 1. If sup r = OL then for every /3 E B there exists 
y E I’ such that fl < B. Hence 
which implies 
Suppose Vi oli = CX. Then we may find Bi such that sup Bi = oti and 
f  *(%) = “1 f(A), 
I d 
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2f *(a) since sup v  Bi = 01. 
That f * is the greatest such g is obvious 
DEFINITION 1. Let fi : L + L and fi : L + L satisfy (al) and (a2) (as in 
Lemma 2). Let g: L -+ L be defined by g(a) = fi(a) A fi(a) (so g satisfies (al) 
and (a2’)). Then we define fi A fi : L -+ L by fi A fi = g* (so fi A fi satisfies 
(al) and (a2)). 
LEMMA 3. Suppose fi : L -+ L and fi : L --f L satisfy (al) and (a2). Then 
(fi * fi) (4 = A 
q~*Lx=oI 
(fi(%) Vf2(%)) . 
Proof. 
(fi * fi) (4 = A ( v Mr) * f4r))) 
supr=a YEI- 
Note that Lx is a completely distributive lattice if L is. Hence Lemmas 1, 2, 
and 3 may be applied with L replaced by Lx. Thus (al) and (a2) are now con- 
ditions (Al) and (A2). For D: Lx -+ Lx and E: Lx + Lx we denote D A E by 
DnE. We say DCE if D(V)CE(V) f  or every V E Lx. We define D 0 E by 
composition of functions. We are now in a position to define a quasi-uniformity. 
DEFINITION 2. A (fuzzy) q uasi-uniformity on a set X is a subset 9 of 9 
(the set of all maps satisfying (Al) and (A2)) such that: 
(Ql) 3 # o. 
(Q2) DEgand DCE~Z?implies EEL. 
(Q3) DEBand EEgimplies D A EEL. 
(Q4) D E 9 implies there exists E E 9 such that E o E C D. 
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Note that this definition agrees with the usual definition for L :::: (0, 11. 
Note that (Q3) may be replaced by 
(Q3’) D, E 9 and D, E 9 imply there exists D E 9 such that D C D, and 
DCD,. 
Also note that any subset 9 of 9 which satisfies (Q4) generates a fuzzy quasi- 
uniformity in the sense that the collection of all D E 9 which contain a finite 
intersection of elements of 9 is a quasi-uniformity. Such a set .?8 is called a 
sub-basis for the quasi-uniformity generated. If  9 also satisfies (Q3’) then %J is 
called a basis. 
Before we define the Fuzzy topology generated by a quasi-uniformity, we 
state the following trivial proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose a map i: Lx 3 Lx satisfies tke interior axioms: 
(11) i(X) = X. 
(12) i(V) C Vfor VELx. 
(13) i(i(V)) = i(V) VELX. 
(14) i(Vn W) = i(V)ni(W)for F, WcLx. 
Then 7 -= {VcLx! i(V) = V} is a fuzzy topology and i(V) = Int( V). 
DEFINITION 3. Let (X, ~9) be a quasi-uniformity. Define Int: Lx + Lx by 
Int( V) =- lJ {U E Lx I D(U) C Z’ for some D E 91. 
PROPOSITION 5. Int satisfies the interior axioms. 
P7oof. (Ii) and (12) are trivially satisfied. 
(13) is satisfied since: 
If  CT and I’ are fuzzy sets and D E 9 is such that D(U) C V, then we can find 
E E D such that E 0 EC D. So in particular E(E( U)) C V. Thus E(U) C Int( V), 
which implies U C Int(Int I’)). Hence Int( V) C Int(Int( V)), and since the other 
inclusion follows by (12) we have Int(V) = Int(Int(V)). 
(14) follows by (Q3). 
DEFINITION 4. The fuzzy topology generated by D is the fuzzy topology 
generated by Int. 
Hence in particular we note that D(U) is a neighborhood of zi in the topology 
generated by D. 
LEMMA 6. Let (X, T) be a fuzzy topological space. Suppose Di E 22 and Di( CT) 
is a neighborhood of U for any fuzzy set ?Y (i = I, 2). Then (Dl n D,)(U) is a 
neighborhood of U for any fuzzy set U. 
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Proof. By Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 
for some fuzzy sets Uj whose union is U. But Di(Ui) is a neighborhood of Uj 
(i = 1,2) and hence Dr( Vi) n D,( UJ is a neighborhood of Uj . So there exist 
open sets Wj such that Uj C Wj C Dr( Uj) n Ds( Uj). Hence W = (Jj Wj is 
open and U C WC Uj (Dr( Uj) n D,( U,)). 
THEOREM 7. Every fuzzy topology is fuzzy quasi-unifortnizable. 
Proof. Let (X, T) b e a fuzzy topological space. Let G be any open set in T. 
Define 
Do(V) = X for VQG, 
= G for VCG. 
So Do 0 Do = Do . Thus by Proposition 6, {Do [ D E T} forms a sub-base for a 
quasi-uniformity which generates the topology. 
We may define quasi-uniform continuity between quasi-uniform spaces. 
DEFINITION 5. Let (X, 9) and (Y, 8) be quasi-uniform spaces. A map 
f :  X + Y is said to be quasi-uniformly continuous if for every E E 6, there 
exists a D E 9 such that D Cf-l(E). That is, for V E Lx, D(V) C f  -lE( f  (V)). 
PROPOSITION 8. Every quasi-uniformly continuous function is continuous in the 
induced fuzzy topologies. 
Proof. Letf : X ---f Y be quasi-uniformly continuous. Consider an open set V 
in the fuzzy topology generated by &‘. So V = U {U 1 E(U) C V for some E E 8). 
If E(U) S V then there exists D E 9 such that 
Df”(U)Cf-l(E(ff-l(U))Cf-l(E(U))Zf-l(V) (Ref. [l]). 
So f-‘(U) C Int f  -I( V), and hence 
But f-r(U U,) = (Jf-l(U,J and hence f-‘(V)CInt(f-l(V)). That is, f-l(V) 
is open, which is the definition of continuity. 
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We now prove a theorem corresponding to the characterization of quasi- 
pseudo metrizability in terms of quasi-uniformities. We effectively define quasi- 
pseudo metrizability in terms of a special sort of base for a quasi-uniformity. 
There is a way of converting this quasi-uniformity into a map satisfying the 
triangle inequality from X x X to a monoid, but this is no more than a nota- 
tional change. The description in terms of this special base appears to be more 
intuitively pleasing at the moment and so we leave it like this. 
THEOREM 9 (Quasi-pseudo metrization). Let (X, 9) be a quasi-uniformity. 
Tha~hhasabase{D,IrEIW,r>O)suchthatD,o D, _C Dr+R for r and s positive 
reals if and only if 9 has a countable base. 
Proof. (a) is trivial. 
(e) conversely; suppose B has a countable base (U, j n = 1, 2, 3,...). 
We may rechoose {U,} such that U,, 0 U, 0 U, C U,-, (see, for example, [4]). 
Define #, E S@ for E > 0 by $, = U,, if 2en < E < 2-en-l) and &(V) = X if 
1 < c (so that 4.0 +, 0 q$ C &). 
Define 
D, = u dG,o . . . 0 46, . 
Cfgl es=< 
D, is obviously in 9 since $. is. Now 
(1) +E Z D, trivially. 
(2) D, C I&. since: 
If K = 1 &, 0 ... o +<, C +ar trivially. Assume that K > 1 and if 1 < K and 
E > 0 then +,o ... o+~~C& (where or + *.. + E~ = c). Consider (be o *.. o+~ k 
(where e1 + *.. + ck = c). Choose the largest j such that c1 + ... $ Ej < $6. 
Thus •~+a + .*. + Ed < &. By induction 
Hence (OS / E > 0} generates the same quasi-uniformity as {&} and hence as 
{U,}. The family {OS 1 c > 0} obviously satisfy D, 0 D, C Dr+s . 
409/58/3-9 
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4. UNIFORMITIES 
Consider a uniformity in the usual topological sense. We define D-1 by 
(x, y) E D-l if and only if ( y, x) E D. Equivalent statements are: 
Y E D-WH if and only if 32 E WYH, 
Y e D-lw) if and only if x $ DKYH> 
D-W) C (~1’ if and only if WY)) C ix>‘, 
D-l(V) C U 
This suggests the following. 
if and only if D(U) C V’. 
DEFINITION 6. Let L be a completely distributive lattice with order reversing 
involution ‘. Let f: L -+ L satisfy (al) and (a2). Then we define f-l: L + L by 
f-l(a) = inf{/3 1 f(p’) < a’>. 
PROPOSITION 10. (1) f(a) < /3 if and only iff-l&l’) < a’. 
(2) f-l sutisjies (al) and (a2). 
(3) (f-l)-’ =f. 
(4) f < g if and onzy iff-’ < g-l. 
(5) (fog)-’ = g-1 of-l. 
Proof. (1) (*) is trivial. 
(-) holds since if f  -l(/3’) C 01’ then 
f  (4 G f  (f -l(F)‘) 
=r(Vrr If(r) G 8) 
v  if (r)lf(r) G Bl 
< P. 
(2) (al) is trivially satisfied. 
(4 is true since 
yf-Y%) c B -f-Y4 c B for all i, 
-f(p) c Dli’ for all 2, 
* f  (B’) c (v %) 
-f-l vai c/T 
ti 1 
Hence f  -I( Vi ai) = Vi f  -l(q). 
(3), (4), and (5) follow by a similar argument. 
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PROPOSITION Il. 
(fl A fJ’ = f;’ A j;‘. 
Proof. Let A CL be such that sup A = oi and if sup r = CY then for ever! 
S E A there exists y  E r such that 6 < y  (as in Lemma I). 
Then 
=y iA v;‘(s) A f,‘(3) 
-7~ (f;’ A f;‘)(a) (by Lemma 3). 
Now if L is a completely distributive lattice with order reversing involution ‘, 
then so is Lx. Hence for every D: Lx ---t Lx in 9 we can define D-1 as in Defini- 
tion 6. Note that if 9 is a quasi-uniformity on X then so is 9-l == {D-l / D E 21. 
Also note that if D E 2’ then (D n D-l)-l = D n D-l, that is, D n D-l is 
symmetric. 
We are now able to define uniform spaces. 
DEFINITION 7. A quasi-uniformity 9 is a uniformity if it also satisfies 
(05) D E 9 implies D-l E 9, 
or equivalently 
(OS’) 9 has a base of symmetric elements. 
We introduced the fuzzy unit interval in [3]. It is defined as follows, 
DEFINITION 8. The fuzzy unit interval [0, l](L) is the set of all monotonic 
decreasing maps A: R -+ L for which 
A(t) = I for t < 0, 
h(t) = 0 for t > 0, 
after the identification of A: R ---f L and p: R ---f L if 
and 
qt-) = p(t-) for 1EIW, 
Yt+) = &S) for tER 
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where 
A(t+) = sup h(s), etc. 
s>t 
We define a fuzzy topology on [0, l](L) as the topology generated by the sub- 
base {L, , R, 1 t E W}, where 
and 
L, : [O, l](L) -+ L 
are defined by 
R, : [0, l](L) -+ L 
L,(h) = A(+)‘, 
R,(h) = A@+). 
The fuzzy topology {R, 1 t E R} is called the right-hand topology. 
We can construct a uniform structure on [0, l](L) as follows: 
DEFINITION 9. We define B, : Lx + Lx by 
BN) = K--E where t is the greatest s E R such that U CL,‘, 
= n {I?-, 1 U C Lgl}. 
PROPOSITION 12. (1) B, satisjes (Al) and (A2). 
(2) B;l = fi {Lg+c 1 U C R,‘}. 
(3) B, o B, C BE+B (so in particular B, 0 B, C BsE). 
Proof. (1) (Al) is true since L,’ C R,-, . 
(-43 is true since 
=e- (J VA c LLA 
e- B, (U UA) C RsA--E 
= u JUUA) 
A 
and the other inclusion is trivial. 
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(2) B;‘(U) = n {V I B,(V) c U’} 
= nh I w;)~ ~7 
= n{L, 1 R,-,c ufj 
= na,, I uc ~3 
= L t+r 9 where t is the smallest s such that C C R,‘. 
(3) W&(U)) = MU, where t is the greatest s such that L.’ CL,‘, 
= &-s--e 
= R+dU)* 
COROLLARY 13. The set (B, 1 E > 0} is a basis for a quasi-uniformity which 
generates the right-hand topology. 
Proof. Every open set in the topology generated by (B,} is open in the usual 
right-hand topology since it is a union of sets of the form B,(U) (=R, for some t). 
Conversely R, is in the topology generated by {BE} since B,(L,,,) = R, and 
UrwL = Rt . 
COROLLARY 14. The set {B, , B;l 1 c > 0) is a sub-basis for a uniformity on 
[0, l](L). The topology generated by the unijormity is the usual (fuzzy) topology. 
This unijormity is called the usual uniformity for the usual fuzzy topology on 
PY u-9 
We are now in a position to characterize uniformizability. 
THEOREM 15. Let (X, 9) be a uniform space and let D E 9. Suppose D(U) C V. 
Then there exists a unrformly continuous function f: X - [0, I](L) such that 
U(x) < f  (n)(l-) < f  (x)(0+) < v(x) for 3 E X. 
Proof. Construct fuzzy sets (A, 1 r E R} such that 
(1) A, = Xfor r < 0, 
(2) A,= Dforr>l, 
(3) 4 = I/, 
(4) A, = u 
and symmetric elements {D, 1 E > 0} of the uniformity such that 
D,(4) C 4-c for reili!. 
Since D, is symmetric we have 
W%‘) 5 A:,, . 
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Now define f: X + [0, l](L) by f(x)(r) = A,(x). Clearly f is well defined and 
satisfies 
U(x) < f (4(1-l < f (4(0+) G w for x E X. 
Hence we only need to show f is uniformly continuous. Clearly 
f-W = 0 A, 
s>t 
and f-l&t’) = n A, . 
s<t 
Hence 
Q(f -Y-b’)) C WL,) for any S > 0, 
_C At-a--E 
C u 4-w-e 
c-t 
c f  -W+,&t’)). 
Letting 6 = &e we have D, 6 f  -l(B,,). Similarly D, C f-l(K’) and so f  is 
uniformly continuous. 
COROLLARY 16. Let (X, 9) be a uniform space and U be an open set in the fuzzy 
topology generated by U. Then there exists a collection {WJ of sets such that 
u W, = U and continuous functions fA : X + [0, l](L) such that 
WA(X) < fA(x)(l-) < f,(x)(O+) < U(x) for x 6 x. 
Proof. Since U is open then U = u (W 1 D(W) C U}. Apply the previous 
theorem. 
Note. The condition that for any open set U there exist a collection of sets 
( W,} and continuous functions as above is equivalent to complete regularity for 
the topological case (since (W,} might as well be all singletons contained in U). 
We use this as our definition of complete regularity for fuzzy topological 
spaces. 
We now show the converse to Corollary 16 is true. 
THEOREM 17. Suppose (X, T) is a completely regular fuzzy topological space. 
Then (X, T) is uniform&able. 
Proof. The set { f  -l(BJ, f  -r(B;‘) ) f  : X ---f [0, l](L) is continuous and E > 0) 
forms a sub-base for a uniformity 9 since 
(1) f  WC) ~fV*) Cf -v4+,)- 
(2) f-l&l) = f-1(&-‘. 
The uniformity induces the topology since 
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(1) Any continuous function f : X --f [0, l](L) is uniformly continuous in 
(X, 9) and so is continuous in the topology generated by 9 and so the topology 
induced by 9 is coarser than 7. 
(2) However, suppose U is open in Q-. We may find {FE’,) such that 
(J WA =:: U and fA : X - [0, l](L) such that 
WA(X) < f&$(1 -> < f&N+) < W). 
Hence in particular fhl(B1,J(WA) C U and so W,, C Int(U) in the topology 
generated by 9. Thus U is open in the topology generated by 9. 
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